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Inorganic Tennis Balls (ITBs) are supramolecules produc
ed by self-assembly of dithioylidenemalonato-platinum(II) 
complexes and simple metal salts.1'3 The copper-based ITB, 
[[[(4农吻)Pt(c佝沥)]2Cu]2]<OTf)4 (where dach =计以ns(土)- 
1,2-diaminocyclohexane and dteym = l,3-dithiepane-2- 
ylidenemalonate) has been reported to possess two metal
centered hydrophobic pockets in its surface and generate an 
1-D coordination polymer by the self-assembly with 4,4'- 
bipyridine (BPY).2 In this context, we were interested in the 
self assembly of ITBs and nonrigid ligands, bis-(4-pyridyl- 
methyl)-amine (BPMA) and tris-(4-pyridylmethyl)-amine 
(TPMA). • • •

Nonrigid polypyridyl ligands have been seldom used as 
bridging units of coordination polymers,4 probably due to 
their tendency to generate unpredictable polymeric 아mc・ 
tures. Here we report the colloids obtained by the self
assembly of ITBs and nonrigid polypyridyl compounds, 
BPMA and TPMA. Colloids made of coordination polymers 
have recently been of intere아 since they are inorganic- 
organic hybrid materials promising some advantageous 
properties and obtainable by simple procedure of mixing?'8

The bridging ligand, BPMA, could be prepared by 
literature method.9 Another bridging ligand, TPMA, was 
synthesized by the reaction of 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde 
and 4-aminomethylpyridine in 2:1 ratio in the presence of 
sodium triacetoxyborohydride and acetic acid in THF 
followed by column chromatography with EA and methanol 
(95:5). The chemical structure of the compound was 
confirmed by NMR andESI-MS?0

The coordination of a pyridyl nitrogen of BPMA to a 
cobalt(II) ion in the ITB, [[[(〈幻以)Pt(〈农咿)]£이2(NO「)] 
•(NO3一)为 was confirmed by X-ray crystallographic study.11 
Brown block cry아als were grown from the methanol solu
tion of the ITB and BPMA with more than 80% yield. The 
crystal has 1-D coordination polymeric structure as shown in 
Figure 1. One BPMA molecule bridges two ITBs through 
coordination of a pyridyl nitrogen to a cobalt(II) ion at the 
surface of the ITB. The distance between cobalt(II) ion and 
pyridyl nitrogen is 2.165(16) A. The orientation of an ITB in

Figure 1. (a) Molecular structure showing the coordination of a 
pyridyl nitrogen of BPMA to a cobalt(n)ion in the ITB, [[[(也泌)・ 

Pt0如如)EC이2(NOq)]・(NO3—)3. (b) Space filling diagram: a 
cobalt in green, a nitrogen in blue, an oxygen in red, a carbon in 
grey and a sulphur in yellow.

1 is twated against the neighboring ITBs due to the bented 
nature of BPMA, producing a zigzag type coordination 
polymer.

It is intere아ing that a colloidal solution is immediately 
formed when BPMA is added to an ethanol solution of the 
ITB,[[[(泳湖)Pt(di可时]2Ni]2(ClQ「)]・(ClO4—)3・ Figure 2 
shows the SEM image of the particles isolated after 24 h 
standing by centrifugation from the colloidal solution 
obtained by the addition of BPMA to 5 mM solution of the 
ITB at room temperature. The yield of isolated particles was 
around 50-80%. The particles are in good spherical shapes 
with diameter in the range of 400-600 nm (Figure 2). Size 
distribution of the colloidal solution demon아rates gaussian 
shapes and is in good agreement with the SEM result. The 
particles are highly soluble in water and polar solvents such 
as DMF and DMSO. Integration of the peaks appeared in the 
tH NMR in DMSO・dk supports the presence in 1:1 ratio of 
BPMA and ITB in the particles. The size tends to increase 
with prolonged standing of the colloidal solutions but does 
not change significantly depending on the conditions such as 
concentrations of the reactants, addition rates, stirring 
speeds, temperatures and ratios of the reactants.

The colloidal solution obtained by the addition of TPMA 
to an ethanol solution of [[[((汨湖)Pt(0场初)]zC이2(N(K)] 
•(NO3一)3 showed different features; the solution glittered
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Figure 2. (a) SEM ima옹e of the spherical colloidal particles 
obtained from the self-assembly of 以)Pt((㈣时]2NiE(ClQ「)]
•(C1O「)3 and BPMA. (b) Size distribution by the intensity of laser
light scattering.

Figure 3. (a) SEM ima옹e of the colloidal hexagonal plates obtained 
from the self-assembly of TPMA and [[[((奴吻)Pt(d呵m)]2Co】2・ 
(NO3~)]-(NO3-)3. (b) Size distribution by the intensity of laser-light 
scattering.

upon light, indicating that the colloidal particles have 
crystallinity. The yield of isolated particles was 〜70%. The 
particles were highly soluble in water and polar organic 
solvent such as DMF and DMSO. The inclusion of TPMA 
ligand in the particles could be confirmed by 'H NMR in 
DMSO・<&. Integration of the peaks appeared in the NMR 
supports 1:1 ratio of TPMA and ITB in the particles. SEM 
image of the particles are shown in Figure 3. The particles 
are in shapes of hexagonal plates whose size is 1-2 //m in 
wideness and 50 nm in thickness.

Particles of hexagonal plate type were also obtained from 
the colloidal solution formed by the nickel(II) based ITB, 
[[[(de湖)Pt(di可时]2Ni]2(NO3-)]・(NO「)3, and TPMA in 
ethanol (Supporting Information). It is a curious result that 
hexagonal particles are formed from ITBs with NO3一 anion 
but not from ITBs with CIO4- anion.

In summary, colloidal solutions with hexgonal and 
spherical particles have been obtained from the simple self
assembly ofITBs and non-rigid polypyridyl ligands. Coordi
nation of BPMA pyridyl nitrogen was confirmed by X-ray 
crystallography. It is a very rare case that the colloidal 
solution with particles of hexagonal plate is obtained from 
the coordination-polymer-based self-assembly. The particles 
in this study potentially can be used as decomposable 
colloidal templates fbr the fabrication of hollow species 
because they are well soluble in water and DMF.12'14
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Supporting Information: X-ray crystallographic data for 
the 1-D coordination polymer in cif format and SEM images 
of other colloids are available at bkes website (www.kcsnet. 
or.kr/bkcs).
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